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The ultimate training resource for athletes and coaches includes more than 262 exercises and drills, programming, and exclusive access to online video library. Assessments provide parameters for individual programs and sport-specific training.
You have the ball and see a lane to get to the basket. With a dribble or two, you cradle the ball and tense your muscles to attack the rim. Exploding with maximum force, you elevate and trow it down with such force, your defenders lean back out of the way and try avoiding being your next highlight reel victims. You land to hears gasps and get looks of awe from the spectators, who will never forget your face after what you just did. There are many facets to the game of basketball. But we all know -- being able to play and finish above the rim will make you stand out from all the others in a way that
no other skill can. And, an athletic basketball player can make him or herself stand out faster and better than a player with any other skill. People like to see the show an athletic player can out on at any moment. You're the one they will line up to watch. So let's get you playing above the rim. You'll only come down when and if you want to.
Early in the year, our North American forests come to life as native wildflowers start to push up through patches of snow. With longer days and sunlight streaming down through bare branches of towering trees, life on the forest floor awakens from its winter sleep. Plants such as green dragon, squirrel corn, and bloodroot interact with their pollinators and seed dispersers and rush to create new life before the trees above leaf out and block the sun's rays. Wake Up, Woods showcases the splendor of our warming forests and offers clues to nature's annual springtime floral show as we walk in our parks
and wilderness areas, or even in shade gardens around our homes. Readers of Wake Up, Woods will see that Gillian Harris, Michael Homoya and Shane Gibson, through illustrations and text, present a captivating look into our forests' biodiversity, showing how species depend on plants for food and help assure plant reproduction. This book celebrates some of nature's most fascinating moments that happen in forests where we live and play.
Handbook of Sports Medicine and Science, Basketball
Vertical Jump & Dunking
Shock Your Body Into New Gains
Wake Up, Woods
Coaching Basketball Technical & Tactical Skills
Steps to Success

Presents Islamic stories that offer a background in Islamic traditions, folk tales, and mystical verse.
Before great basketball players developed their superstar flair, they built a solid base of fundamental skills in all phases of the game. Basketball Skills and Drills provides a blueprint for building the foundation that every well-rounded basketball player needs. The book also covers key team principles for both ends of the court. Tactics for offense, including special situations such as out-of-bounds plays, will improve spacing, ball and player
movement, shot selection, and scoring. Defensive tactics emphasize positioning, pressure, and various systems to apply in each area or level of the court.
Describes the skills and strategies for effective basketball shooting, covering long-range three-pointers, jumpers, bank shots, and free throws, and includes tips, techniques, and drill exercises for individuals and teams.
The current preoccupation with the role of women in the church obscures the more serious problem of the perennial absence of men. This provocative book argues that Western churches have become women's clubs, that the emasculation of Christianity is dangerous for the church and society, and that a masculine presence can and must be restored.After documenting the highly feminized state of Western Christianity, Dr. Podles identifies the
masculine traits that once characterized the Christian life but are now commonly considered incompatible with it. He contends that though masculinity has been marginalized within Christianity, it cannot be expunged from human society. If detached from Christianity, it reappears as a substitute religion, with unwholesome and even horrific consequences. The church, too, is diminished by its emasculation. Dr. Podles concludes by considering
how Christianity's virility might be restored.In the otherwise stale and overworked field of gender studies, The Church Impotent is the only book to confront the lopsidedly feminine cast of modern Christianity with a profound analysis of its historical and sociological roots.
Day Bang
The Church Impotent
Controlling Tempo
Hoophandbook
The Speed Encyclopedia
Strength Training for Basketball will help you create a basketball-specific resistance training program to help athletes at each position--guard, forward, or center--develop strength and successfully transfer that strength to the basketball court.
Your game plan for career success—from International Basketball Pro Dre Baldwin No one knows how to turn unrelenting self-belief into hard-and-fast career results better than Dre Baldwin. When everyone and everything was telling him to give up on his goal of playing pro basketball, he got focused on his future, and met the challenge head on. In the end, Baldwin succeeded—making a living playing basketball in leagues around the world—and in these pages, he shares all his secrets. Whether you’re just starting out in
business or looking to take your career to the next level, Work On Your Game provides the strategy you need to succeed from the inside-out. Dre Baldwin, or “DreAllDay,” as his fans know him, delivers an easy-to-understand four-part model for achieving any goal. It’s based on discipline, confidence, mental toughness, and personal initiative—and it’s proven effective. Baldwin takes you through the steps of identifying what’s expected of you, preparing for what's coming, and conditioning your body and mind for the
competitive world of business—and everything is a business. Baldwin’s personal story of beating the odds is both inspiring and instructional. You’ll learn how to play the mental game in a way that launches you towards unparalleled achievement.
If you ve reached a plateau in your workout and your training routine has become stale and boring it 's time to shake things up. The Best Exercises You ve Never Heard Of is the essential workout guide for anyone looking to find new exercises, get stronger and train more efficiently. You ll find over 50 unique exercises expertly demonstrated with photographs, detailed instructions, tips and tricks on how to incorporate the exercises into your workout and how to avoid common errors. This book provides exercises for every
major muscle group and will help you get the most out of your workout at all times. About the Author Nick Nilsson, "The Mad Scientist" of the fitness world, is a renowned personal trainer, body builder, and professional fitness writer who has written for Men's Fitness, Reps Magazine, Muscle & Fitness and hundreds of fitness websites all over the internet. He is recognized throughout the fitness world as an innovator and pioneer of groundbreaking methods for building muscle and strength fast. His degree in physical
education covers advanced biomechanics, physiology and kinesiology.
Practical pocket guides, for quick and easy reference any time, anywhere Strength-Training Skills is a handy instruction manual, covering the fundamentals of strength-training with step-by-step illustrations and clear, bite-sized tips. Offering everything you need to know to get started, along with a wealth of expert tricks and tips to improve skills and techniques, bench presses and lunges to crunches and sit-ups Progresses from the very basics for beginners, through all the elements essential to becoming adept at strengthtraining, to advanced techniques. Ideal for anyone looking to take up strength-training - this new series offers perfect, at-a-glance reference to keep with you at all times.
55 Daily People Skills
55 Ways You Will Be a Better People Person, Starting Today
25 Conversation Starters
Winning Basketball Fundamentals
a sexy, laugh-out-loud enemies-to-lovers romantic comedy
Use the Pro Athlete Mindset to Dominate Your Game in Business, Sports, and Life
Through drills, situations, instruction and questioning, Developing Basketball Intelligence demonstrates how to teach game awareness and basketball intelligence.DBI explains the basic tactical skills of every offense - from pick-and-rolls to 3v2 fast breaks - but moves beyond the skill execution to the all important perceptual, anticipatory and decision-making skills which separate the expert performers. Developing
Basketball Intelligence teaches tactical skills, but also develops the characteristics of a high basketball IQ player, players who: * choose the best option in less time; * adapt to ever-changing situations; * possess good spatial awareness; * know the right play at any moment relative to the time and score; * and more.Developing Basketball Intelligence is a tool to develop your offensive system as a coach, and to
create a learning environment which enhances your players' understanding so they can read and react and adjust and adapt on the court.
Numerous coaching books cover the skills and drills of basketball, but very few hit on the tactical skills of the game—the situational decisions players and coaches make that often determine the outcome of games. That's where Coaching Basketball Technical and Tactical Skills, an American Sport Education Program (ASEP) publication, stands out. Written by Kathy McGee, the winningest high school girls' basketball coach
in Michigan, in consultation with USA Basketball's Don Showalter, this book will prepare you to be a better teacher and tactician of the game whether you coach men's or women's basketball. Technical skills (such as dribbling, shooting, and rebounding) are examined in depth, as are the tactical skills (such as the give-and-go, backdoor cut, and trapping). More than 195 photos and illustrations bring the basic to
intermediate skills to life, while sample season and practice plans will help you in your preparation. You'll find quick tips on how to detect and correct errors in both male and female athletes, cues they need to be aware of in various tactical situations, and key information they need in order to make the appropriate on-court decisions. Produced by ASEP and endorsed by the Women's Basketball Coaches Association
(WBCA), this book serves as a resource for the Coaching Basketball Technical and Tactical Skills online course, a part of ASEP's Bronze Level Professional Coaches Education Program. Numerous state high school associations, colleges and universities, national sport organizations, and national governing bodies of Olympic sports use the Bronze Level in whole or in part to qualify coaches. The Bronze Level prepares
coaches for all aspects of coaching and is a recognized and respected credential for all who earn it.
Conversation is simple and easy. We share things with others, and others share things with us. It doesn't always work out this simply, of course, but this is who we are at our cores. Humans are social creatures; we share. Verbal communication played a significant role in all your biggest life achievements. The sexiest guy or girl you've dated. The most money you ever made. The happiest you've ever been. Didn't all of
these come, in whole or in part, from some amount of conversation? Who are your best friends? Your closest relatives? And how did they become so close and important to you? From conversation! So, knowing how important conversation is, why do so many of us struggle with it? We think too damn much. About?-What the other person might think of us. -How we might sound stupid. -If this is a dumb question. -Possibly being
turned down for something. -The fear of the unknown. Eliminate these fears, and conversation is easy. These fears are mostly based in a lack of knowledge. A lack of knowledge in how to start a conversation and how to keep conversation flowing. But you picked up this book. So that fear will be gone very soon. ***Verbal communication is the skill which keeps humans at the top of the food chain. Without it, we would be
prey to the many bigger, stronger and faster animals we see on National Geographic. The most successful people we know (of) are the best communicators. They're the people who can best get their point across. The ones who are good at persuasion. People can make people feel things - happiness, anger, sadness, motivation. The best communicators make their every communication feel like a personal conversation with you.
True or not true? Since you agree, would you also agree that an improvement in your conversational skills would boost your success in life? Good. You have the perfect tool for doing so. This book shares 25 great conversation starters guaranteed to get people talking. These questions will make your conversation companion think and talk more. These are not the usual stereotypical, boring questions bad
conversationalists use all the time, such as Where are you from? Or, What do you do? These are pattern-interrupting ways to get a person deep in thought and talking. Why is this important? Questions that make people think get their attention. Attention and time are the most valuable currencies we deal in. The more you can talk with someone, the better you can learn how to help him or her. Helping people creates
value, and we will pay high prices for value. Unique, thought-provoking conversation makes people remember you. I doubt you want to be a forgotten person. These conversation starters facilitate further conversation, which you can leverage to get your point across, build rapport, learn about others, win friends and influence people. To this point, what about this book has you most excited? Why is that? ***Each chapter
is headed with the conversation starter itself, and then a simple background on the value of the question, written in italics. Then I'll give more context into what results to expect from question and what to listen for. I'll share a few Follow Up questions to use, based on the answers you get. It's important you learn to weave the follow-ups into conversation, and not sound like an interviewer or news reporter with
a memorized script you're reciting. At the end of each chapter you'll get a Best Used tip of best times to employ each question and why. Warning: Do not use these conversation starters as a memorized, systematic way of talking to people. Learn them all and learn to use them together and independently as needed. The more you go over each, you will develop a feel for when and how to use each. Let's get started and not
waste time. There are people to meet and connections to make.
Scorers always have a team to play for. They're the payers who get picked first, get the biggest contracts, and have the most fans. The winner of every game is determined by the score. Those who can score are commonly known as the best players. When the game is on the line, who gets the ball? The player who can score. Offensive systems are built around the best scorer's abilities. Scoring just one time can snap any
player out of a slump. There's a magic to being able to create points in basketball, and those who do it well are the magicians. It's about time you joined this group. The Scoring Moves HoopHandbook covers every area of scoring, from your footwork to ball handling to finishing. You will learn how to break down defenses and defenders, creating your own opportunites when you wish, not just when you're allowed. It's
time you stepped into the spotlight.
Most Eligible Billionaire
Learn to Open People Up with the Right Questions at the Right Time
50 Loving States, Texas
The Art of Skateboarding Photography
Hoophandbook Crossover Scoring Moves
Strength Training Skills
This book is dedicated to Aristid Lindenmayer on the occasion of his 60th birthday on November 17, 1985. Contributions range from mathematics and theoretical computer science to biology. Aristid Lindenmayer introduced language-theoretic models for developmental biology in 1968. Since then the models have been cus tomarily referred to as L systems. Lindenmayer's invention turned out to be one of the most beautiful examples of interdisciplinary
science: work in one area (developmental biology) induces most fruitful ideas in other areas (theory of formal languages and automata, and formal power series). As evident from the articles and references in this book, the in terest in L systems is continuously growing. For newcomers the first contact with L systems usually happens via the most basic class of L systems, namely, DOL systems. Here "0" stands for zero context between developing cells.
It has been a major typographical problem that printers are unable to distinguish between 0 (zero) and 0 (oh). Thus, DOL was almost always printed with "oh" rather than "zero", and also pronounced that way. However, this misunderstanding turned out to be very fortunate. The wrong spelling "DOL" of "DOL" could be read in the suggestive way: DO L Indeed, hundreds of researchers have followed this suggestion. Some of them appear as contributors to this
book. Of the many who could not contribute, we in particular regret the absence of A. Ehrenfeucht, G. Herman and H.A. Maurer whose influence in the theory of L systems has been most significant.
A stunning chronicle of a youth movement as seen through the lens of Mike Blabac, a man as dedicated to his craft as he is to the skateboarding lifestyle that has inspired it. Skateboarding is more than a hobby, it is a way of life that shapes everything from music to fashion, video to art. 300 awe-inspring images communicate the stories of some of skateboarding's finest athletes including Eric Koston and Stevie Williams.
Shooting spreads the floor, keeps the defense honest, and opens driving lanes for everyone. Outside of that arc, a basket is worth an extra point. Shooting skills last longer, and are more dependable, than raw athleticism. Many great players reinvent themselves as great shooters when they can no longer jump over opponents. An accurate shooter is like a magnet for the defense, forcing the opponents to commit resources to staying close to them. These
reasons alone are enough to understand why every basketball team ALWAYS has an open roster spot for a reliable shooter. And you're set to become one of those players. The Scoring Moves for Shooters HoopHandbook covers everything shooting, from catch-and-shoot basics to combo dribbling moves for creating your own shot in isolation or off a pass. Open the program and get ready to add outside scoring to your basketball skill toolbox. Then decide which
team you're going to play for, because you'll have a lot of options.
Day Bang is a 201-page book that teaches you how to pick up women during the day, primarily in a coffee shop, clothing store, bookstore, grocery store, subway, or on the street. It contains 51 openers, 23 long dialogue examples with commentary, and dozens of additional lines that teach by example. Day Bang includes... -The optimal day game mindset that leads to the most amount of success-An easy mental trick to prevent your brain from going into a
flight-or-fight response when it's time to approach a woman you're attracted to-A detailed breakdown of how to use the "elderly opener," an easy style of approach that reliably starts conversations with women-2 ways to tell if a girl will be receptive to your approach-How to avoid the dreaded "interview vibe"-10 common mistakes guys make that hurt their chances of getting a number Day Bang shares tons of tips and real examples on having successful
conversations. It teaches you... -How to use my bait system to get the girl engaged and interested in you-How to segue out of the initial opening topic into a more personal chat where you'll get to know the girl on a deeper level-How to take the interesting things you've done (your accomplishments, hobbies, and experiences) and morph them into bait hooks that gets the girl intrigued enough to want to go out with you-My "Galnuc" method to seamlessly
get a girl's number-An easy hack at the end of your interactions that will reduce the chance of a flake and prime the girl for going out with you-Ways to open up a conversation on a girl who isn't giving you much to work with Day Bang goes into painstaking detail on how to approach women in a variety of common environments... -How to open a girl in coffee shops when she has a book, laptop, mp3 player, cell phone, research paper, crossword or Sudoku
puzzle, or nothing at all-Two methods for approaching a girl on the street, depending on if she's moving or not, with a diagram to explain all the approach variations-How to approach in a retail store or mall environment, with openers to use on customers or sales clerks-How to approach in bookstores, with specific tips on how to customize your approaches in the cafe, magazine section, or general book aisles-How to meet women in public
transportation, on both the bus and subway-How to meet women in grocery stores-How to approach girls in secondary venues like a beach, casino, concert, gym, hair salon, handicraft fair, museum, art show, park, public square, or wine festival Dozens of additional topics are logically organized into 12 chapters... -Preparation. How to reduce your approach anxiety-Opening. How to deliver your opener in a way that doesn't scare women away-Rambling. How
to have conversations that make women interested in you-Closing. How to get a number in a way that reduces the chance she'll flake-The Coffee Shop. How to pick up in coffee shops and cafes-The Street. How to pick up outdoors-The Clothing Shop. How to pick up in retail shops, malls, and big box stores-The Bookstore. How to pick up in bookstores-Public Transportation. How to pick up in the bus, subway, or long distance transportation-The Grocery
Store. How to pick up in grocery stores-Other Venues. How to pick up just about anywhere else women can be found-Putting It All Together. How to maximize your day game potential The lessons taught in this 75,000 word, no-fluff textbook will help you meet women during the day. If you need tips on what to do after getting her number, consult my other book Bang, which contains an A-to-Z banging strategy. Day Bang focuses exclusively on daytime
approaching.
Look Good. Perform Better
Developing Basketball Intelligence
Blabac Photo
Basketball Shooting
Techniques to Get the Best Out of You, When All You Have to Depend on Is You
Basketball Essentials

When I was a child, there were these color-by-numbers coloring books we would play with. Each page would have a picture of, say, a bear. And the bear would have different areas of its body marked by a number. There was a little box in the corner of the page that told you which colors referred to each number. So if the number "1" was green, you colored all the corresponding 1s on the page in green. Then you did the
same with black, red, yellow and the rest. After coloring in all the numbered sections, you'd have a perfectly colored picture to admire. There was no thinking or real-life application necessary. Just do what the damn book said, step by step, and everything would be perfect. The Super You is not a coloring book. My goals in writing this book are to: 1) Give you insight into the phenomenon of confidence by explaining
what it is, where it comes from, when you can use it to your advantage, and how it is developed, strengthened and weakened. 2) Prepare you to apply what you read in real life, learning instinctively when to use each tool in your box, since no two situations are ever exactly the same. 3) Leave you with The Super You, the version of you who has the confidence to think and say and do all of the things you've considered
but haven't dared trying. That's what this book is.
Since I started my website DreAllDay.com, along with all the YouTube videos, I have received many requests from players on playing pro basketball. And since the NBA has only so many positions, most of you know that overseas ball is a stronger possibility for you to continue your playing career, and it is: The NBA has 450 job positions while there are 10,000 players employed internationally (which includes Canada,
Central and South America, which technically do not require going "over a sea" to get to, in case you cared). Over the years I have compiled several guides and tips for players on how to get their careers started, what to expect on the way and once they are in the door, and how to handle themselves with the on and off-court situations that come with it. Every guide comes from questions that players frequently ask me.
This guidebook is a compilation of all of those guides and tips in one place for your quick and easy reference, which I will be updating over time as new questions come up and new information arises. It should be noted that several, though not all, of the chapters of this book are based on the posts on the Guides & Tips page of my website, edited and updated for this guidebook - so do not leave me any negative
reviews saying, "It's just the same stuff from his website!" I'm saying here and now that many things are the same, but there is also new stuff in here, and everything is updated to fit the times. And it's damn ninety-nine cents. Quit your whinin', make the pros, write a book about it and sell one copy - you've made your money back! If you take only one thing from this guidebook, know that professional basketball is
a buyer's market: There are more candidates than there are jobs, so the people who do the hiring - the teams themselves - have the power. What this means for you is, you need to make yourself stand out. Make these coaches, agents, and managers remember you and want to know more. We will cover this within.
Her ex is back and he wants revenge. But what will he do when he finds out the real reason she dumped him... And about their secret baby? Revenge is best served SEXY Russian oligarch, Alexei Rustanov, wants nothing more than to leave his past behind, including the sassy Texas beauty, Eva St. James, who so callously broke his heart back when he was a poor grad student. But when he runs into her at a wedding eight
years after their tumultuous break-up, passions ignite and Alexei decides he will settle for nothing less than red-hot, dirty, and oh-so-erotic revenge. Can he have his Eva and get his revenge, too -- without losing his heart again?
Suggests a program of weight training and exercise designed for basketball players
Basketball Anatomy
Abs for Athletes
Basketball
The Guidebook to Approaching Sports & Life With a Bulletproof Mindset
The Book of L
Shooting & Scoring Moves for Shooters

Lee Rose has been one of basketball’s most knowledgeable and respected coaches over the past 50 years at the high school, college, and professional levels. Winning Basketball Fundamentals presents his proven program for success, the same one he used in taking teams from two different colleges to the Final Four. From offense to defense to transition play and special situations, Rose covers every tactical facet of the game and adds his insights for
improving execution in each. He presents popular offensive systems—the Triangle, LA, Flex, Dribble Drive, and Motion—as well as man-to-man and zone defensive schemes, with suggestions for when and how to deploy and adjust them. Rose also teaches all the essential individual skills required for performing those tactics proficiently and consistently, with special tips for executing when the game is on the line. Perimeter- and post-specific instruction and
drills will help players build on their skills through practice. Coach Rose also shares his Performance Rating System—a tool he’s used time and again to develop some of the game’s top players. Rose explains not only how to identify strengths and weaknesses but also how to use that information to maximize the potential of individual players and the team. Flashy and fluke plays might be fun to watch, but you can’t build a successful season or career on
them. Winning Basketball Fundamentals is the proven formula for developing the solid individual skills and team tactics you can count on game after game.
Abs For Athletes is your complete guide to understanding your midsection so you can develop the abs of your dreams.
Basketball covers the epidemiology of basketball injury, the physiological demands of basketball, preventive medicine, pre-participation examination and special considerations to be given to the young basketball player, and finally looks at the 'special' basketball player -- diabetics, asthmatics, epileptics, etc.
LeBron James, Stephen Curry, Kevin Durant, and all of the best basketball players in the world began their careers in the same way: by focusing on the fundamentals. With Basketball Essentials there has never been a better way to learn to play! In Basketball Essentials, you learn by doing. Sequential instruction and detailed photographs will guide you to perform the techniques and tactics of the game: Shooting Passing Dribbling Defending Rebounding In
addition to the basics, you’ll be challenged to expand your repertoire of skills and use those newly acquired tactics for competitive advantage. More than 100 of the best practice drills will develop your game and improve your performance. You’ll gain an understanding of the game, offensive and defensive strategies, and proven plays. Basketball Essentials is the best way to learn the basics in less time. It’s the only guide that teaches the skills and the love
of the game.
Scoring Moves
Five-Star Basketball
Coaching Basketball Successfully
Beautiful Signs
The Mirror of Motivation
Strength Training for Basketball
A collection of inspirational talks and playing techniques by great coaching names such as Knight, Krzyzewski, Pitino and Daly.
The Crossover-made basket combination. Aside from dunking - and maybe not even that - there isn't a better feeling in the game of basketball. Shake a defender off with a slick cross move, then finish the move off by scoring. The sidelines -- players and fans alike - buzz with, "who is that guy/girl with that nasty crossover?" Or they simply smile and nod, having seen you do that before. Either way, you've done the ultimate good in basketball: Created space from your defender, shot the ball, and the ball went in the basket. This is "Creating
Your Own Shot" in its essence. There are other ways to create your own shot, yes, but they can only strive to *match* the feeling of the Crossover Scoring Move. Nothing surpasses it, not even dunking. Any coach, however, will tell you that a move is worthless if it doesn't result in a made basket or at least a foul, not just the shot itself. Moves alone are not worth points. So, a nice crossover move isn't enough; you have to finish the job. This Crossover Scoring Moves Handbook teaches you how to get the job, do the work, and finish the job
with points on the scoreboard.
Basketball is one of the fastest team sports with lots of action. Skilful handling of the ball and good teamwork makes for a great time while scoring many points. This book teaches youngsters basic techniques such as passing, catching, dribbling, smart ways to get open, and of course making baskets.
Learning and teaching basketball skills and tactics can be challenging. Executing them in competition can be troubling. Mastering them can be a career-long quest. Is it possible that a single book can provide all the instruction you need to conquer these basketball roadblocks? First you must know exactly how the skill or tactic is properly performed. Check! Then you need to attempt it again and again, with corrective advice through those trials until you get it right. Check! Next comes practice. Lots of practice, with drills designed to make
performance of the skill or tactic efficient and effective. Check! In Basketball: Steps to Success, Coach Hal Wissel covers the entire progression of technical and tactical development needed to become a complete player. From essential footwork to key principles of defense, this guide details the skills and tactics needed to excel in today’s game. Shooting off the catch and creating shots off the dribble, running two- and three-player offensive plays, and many more topics in the book will prepare players to succeed in every situation on the
court.
Tactical Skills and Game Awareness for the Advanced Player
The Mental Handbook
Work On Your Game: Use the Pro Athlete Mindset to Dominate Your Game in Business, Sports, and Life
Training for Speed, Agility, and Quickness, 3E
The Best Exercises You've Never Heard of
The Feminization of Christianity

"The Speed Encyclopedia is a comprehensive training strategy designed primarily for serious team sport athletes looking to maximize their speed and athletic potential. This unique "no-nonsense" approach will openly challenge conventional wisdom on the topic and leave absolutely no stone left uncovered, in an honest attempt to discover and disclose the scientific truth for how to make
you or your athletes faster. Inside you will witness many years worth of research that is highly controversial, yet highly objective. This system has been successfully utilized by athletes all over the country of all sport types from the youth to professional ranks. If you are looking for a proven program that will deliver "fast" results in both the short and long-term, than I can
assure you this book is for you!"
Basketball Anatomy
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Dre Baldwin shares motivational principles that will have you looking in the mirror and finding the drive from within. You will solidify the frame of mind you need, to be, do and have what you want in your life.
It's happened to me, too. A lack of connections has cost me opportunities. Knowing the right people - who knew and liked me - has helped me many times as well. It seems random, but what if we could get some control over these occurrences? What if you could develop and strategically use skills for connecting with people? What if you could then leverage those connections to advance your
interests while helping others? This isn't "too good to be true." People are doing it, every single day. With this book. you're next. *** Everything you do will involve people. In sports, you have teammates, opponents and coaches. Businesses have co-workers, customers, prospects, suppliers, employees and bosses. Relationships don't even exist without at least 2 people involved. Making
money, winning awards, getting jobs, getting known...all require people to be involved. All this said, your people skills must constantly improve. Expanding your ability to deal with people will always help you. Here, you'll learn 55 people skills that need to become part of your communication arsenal starting now. Some, you may have been taught before. Some will be completely new to
you. Some you may know about, but have forgotten to remember to use. Let this be your reminder. Avoid the mistake of thinking you "already know" anything within this book. Because knowing it is your problem! If you were doing it instead of just knowing it, you would be getting better results with people, and in turn increased success in every area of your life. This booklet will infuse
you with 55 basic, everyday-use people skills. How soon can you start? How soon will you see results? How about the next time you communicate with a person! Remember: Communication is much more than just talking. Read on and learn. Then do something with what you know."
Learning Basketball
Basketball Skills and Drills
Her Russian Billionaire
How to Casually Pick Up Girls During the Day
Creating Your Own Shot Via the Crossover Move: Driving and Shooting
The Complete Book of Offensive Basketball Drills: Game-Changing Drills from Around the World
Legendary UCLA coach John Wooden once said, “People say Morgan Wootten is the best high school basketball coach in the country. I disagree. I know of no finer coach at any level—high school, college, or pro.” Morgan Wootten has retired from coaching, but his knowledge of the game remains unsurpassed and keen as ever. Coaching Basketball Successfully contains a wealth of Wootten’s timeless wisdom. And, in this third edition, Wootten adds even more value—the coaching experiences, methods, and tactics of his son Joe, a successful high school coach
himself. Loaded with insights, instruction, drills, and Xs and Os, Coaching Basketball Successfully is the best single resource on making the most of your program, team, and players each season.
"The mental is to the physical as three is to one.” - Napoleon Bonaparte The mental game is everything. How you approach you life mentally — your attitude — will have more impact on your success than your physical tools and abilities. In life, there are many people on both sides of the achievement spectrum: Those who perform well above their means, and those who achieve well below what their “tools” would suggest. How each of these people approaches the game of life, mentally, is the reason for each success or failure. What I am going to do with this Mental
Handbook, is touch on all the issues that our minds combat in any competitive space, which is pretty much all of life, every day. From family doubting your ambitions, to choking on the big stage, to feelings of fear, to obtaining and maintaining confidence, to trash talk, and everything in between.
COACH YOUR TEAM TO PLAY BETTER, FASTER, AND WIN, WITH INNOVATIVE DRILLS FROM AROUND THE GLOBE “Simply fantastic! The Complete Book of Offensive Basketball Drills is a treasure trove of information from around the world. I can honestly say that I have not seen nor read a more complete drill book on one topic that is better than this. Giorgio Gandolfi has outdone himself.” - Kevin Sutton, Head Coach, Montverde Academy, and Assistant Coach for the Gold Medal USA Jr. National Team All coaches look for an edge that will help put their
team over the top against their rivals. The Complete Book of Offensive Basketball Drills helps you take your team to the next level with the most effective offensive drills from the world's best coaches. Run practice sessions that can produce dominant players using these elite instructional workouts taken from around the globe. You'll bring a fresh perspective on the game to your players, all while teaching solid fundamentals, improving offensive performance, and driving up the score with teams at any level. Covering everything from basic footwork to fast breaks, with
advanced variations for more experienced players and teams, author Giorgio Gandolfi has collected more than 150 drills from the best-of-the-best to equip you with the necessary skills to: Decide which drills are appropriate- and adapt them to meet each team's needs Teach fast breaks, screens, post play, and rebounding Prepare teams to shoot, pass, play the boards, and run Train players to shoot and score under pressure "Gandolfi offers a truly global sampling of the finest thinking on how to attack the basket or get a shot off against a tough defender. . . . If it’s
effective in helping a player improve his pull-up jump shot or make a power move to the basket, it’s here. Gandolfi has done the game a huge service—and made Planet Basketball a more intimate place—with this timely and invaluable book." —Alexander Wolff, Sports Illustrated senior writer and author of Big Game, Small World: A Basketball Adventure, from the Introduction "Simply fantastic! This is a treasure trove of information from around the world. I can honestly say that I have not seen nor read a more complete drill book on one topic that is better than this
book. Giorgio Gandolfi has out done himself with this book. . . . Great job!" —Kevin Sutton, Head Coach at Montverde Academy and Assistant Coach for the Gold Medal USA Jr. National Team "This book is one of the best. . . filled with valuable basketball information that has been tested and proven to help coaches and players alike. Giorgio Gandolfi has dedicated his life to helping improve the game and this is just another part of his continuing journey to provide the best basketball information out there!" —Kevin Eastman, Assistant Coach, Boston Celtics, 2008 NBA
World Champions
A Guidebook on Starting and Furthering Your Professional Basketball Career Abroad for American-Born Players
The Overseas Basketball Blueprint
Unlocking and Living with Your Highest Level of Confidence
The Super You
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